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I suppose throughout the course of our existence on this planet

mankind has formulated several opinions on w hat w e believe art

is, and I suppose that's an important question. I've heard many

interpretations and logic as to w hat art is, in and of itself, but I

think the one that approached me the broadest w as "anything that

is designed to evoke an emotion, that being it's first purpose".

Now , this is obviously a bit general, but can you really fault it for

being such? It's a good interpretation of the varying degrees to

w hich w e observe w orks of art, be they paintings, songs or

films.

We oft view  classic cinema greats w ith a strong bit of reverence, but not simply because of

their legacy or presentation, but because w e feel the emotions that they w ere supposed to

imprint on the generations past, and w ith features like that, is it arguable w hat art is? Truly,

many a film through out the ages is a great w ork of art in some w ay or another, but truly

timeless ones are things that w e can hold onto, no matter w hat attempts to trump or emulate in

the future... or remake. Not to say that there aren't honorable attempts, but is pure emulation as

artistic as true creation? I don't think it can be... or... rather I DIDN'T think it could be.

"Night of the Living Dead: Reanimated" set out to do something completely new  and dif ferent

and, surrealistically, attempt to do it w ith nothing more than George A. Romero's mortus opus

and a team of many, many talented artists of the pen, screen, clay, ink, G-mod, etc.

The take w as simple enough: Re-adapt Romero's classic, changing none of the pacing,

arrangement or dialogue, and just rew ork the scenes w ith new  animation styles, as performed

by each of the artists available. Now , let me tell you, it did that w ith a vengeance.

Everything in this film's aesthetic f low s perfectly; betw een each of the dif ferent styles and

each of the mediums used, and boy do they vary. The style jumps from various forms of

animation, both draw n and stop-motion, as w ell as panel-per-panel draw ings, claymation,

static-movement and some beautiful cinematography. It w as truly a beauty to behold as it

progressed, hell, some of the styles I w ould have liked to have seen the w hole movie

presented in, but that w ould have saturated all of  the w onder that w ent into it.

Though, this puts me at ends, aside from praising the film as it is, I don't know  w hat else I can

truly say about "NotLD:R". It's a great w ord of art, and nearly brought a tear to my eye w hen I

realized the type of magic that can happen w hen artists w ork together, but the limitless praise I

can give to it still alw ays lands me back at "it's a rew orking of NotLD". That's all. Past it's

surface beauty it's still the same tried and true (and, thankfully, public domain) classic that it

has alw ays been, but nothing more or less.

Be that as it may, this is a beauty of a f ilm, and I do advise any fan of the classic to track it

dow n... hell, any fan of ART as a w hole should see this movie. It's everything it claims to be

and that much more.
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Definitely w orth checking out if your a fan of the original.

Sign up to add your comment.
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